
By Mike Hickey
The Suburban

The Montreal Maroons and
Laval-Nord Cobras Junior AA
hockey teams played to a 3-3 tie
last Wednesday at the Bill Durnan
Arena and both teams were satis-
fied with the outcome.

“We are satisfied with a tie on
the road,” Laval coach Ben Puskas
said after the contest. “We were
down 2-0 early in the game but
battled back and had the momen-
tum in the third period. We are
playing well heading into the play-
offs and feel confident about our
first round opponent.”

The Maroons also left the game
with a good feeling and are equal-
ly confident as they head into the
post season on a positive note for
the first time this season. The
Maroons will finish the season in
10th place in the 11-team league
but have played much better in
the last three weeks and the
coaching staff feels that they are

peaking at the right time. 
“This tie was big for us because

we played with a short bench, just
eight forwards and four defence-
men,” Montreal coach Simon

Paquette said. “It’s been a tough
season but we are playing well
right now, 4-2-3 in our last eight
games,  and we fell we can go all
the way into the playoffs once

when we get all our players back
in the line-up.”

Montreal took a 2-0 lead on
goals by George Kontos and
Guillaume Paradis-Marcoux but

the Cobras got back in the game
when  Mason Bergeron-Neven
scored a short-handed goal at the
6:31 mark of the second period.
Two minutes later Jonathan
Tremblay-Laplame took a feed
from behind the net and redirect-
ed the puck pass Maroon goal-
tender Mark Bellini to tie the
game at 2-2.

Montreal responded with
another power play goal, this time
by David Gardziejczk, and took a
3-2 lead into the locker room after
two periods of play.

The Maroons were assessed a
penalty in the opening seconds of
the third period and Laval quickly
capitalized with Anthony Banbe-
Brooks scoring the tying goal.
Laval continued to apply pressure
against a tired Montreal team.

“I shortened the bench in the
third period, going with two and a
half lines and four defence to try
and get the guys going,” Puskas
said.

However Bellini, who couldn’t
be faulted on any of the Laval
goals, came up with several key
saves that allowed Montreal to sal-
vage a point.

SPORTS For more sports, visit The Suburban Magazine
at www.thesuburban.com sportsrousseau.com

Cobras squeeze draw out of Maroons
Laval-Nord 3 | Montreal 3

Cobra Jonathan Tremblay-Lapalme, who had a goal and an assist in the deadlocked match, focuses on his next
move as he approaches Maroon defender Ilias Manousos.
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By Andrew Soong
The Suburban

The St. Leonard Cougars
Cheerleading [SLC] club success-
fully hosted the Montreal/Laval
regional Cheerleading finals to
the delight of over 1,400 cheer-
leaders at the College St-Jean
Vianney in Montreal.

“The club proposed and were
chosen by Cheerleading Quebec
to host the finals this year and we
have been preparing for it before
September,” said SLC resident
Lina Martucci about the event.
“We have 1,450 athletes, but also
have more than 2,500 specta-
tors.”

The regional finals hosted by
the SLC this year qualify teams
from schools and community
clubs for the provincial finals that
will eventually take teams to the
nationals. Teams competing and
performing included the
Universities such as UQAM and U
of M as well as the University of
Laval, University of Sherbrooke
and University of Sherbrooke and
Trois Rivières who traveled to the
regional finals. According to Laval
Cheermotion head coach Arisa
Khongkham “this years’ event is
pretty good and location is better
than last year’s.”

“The teams are well organized

and the teams are also secure per-
forming at their levels of skill,”
said cheerleading judge and 12-
year veteran cheerleader Sophie
Samson who judged the stunts
and pyramids at this year’s event.
“Lots of stunts collapse because
they are unstable and at times the
chief judge will stop a routine if it
is seen as dangerous for the team.”

Samson is one of many judges
who also evaluate one of many
aspects of the routines presented
by the respective teams. The
teams are judged in terms of tum-

bling, choreography and pyramids
with two judges per category.
According to Samson other judges
look at choreography that
includes “energy and their smiles
to see if the competitors are enjoy-
ing it or just stressing.”

Laval Cheermotion Jags coach
and tumbler Tarek Leguay is more
than familiar to the facets that has
delivered traditional cheerleading
to an extreme sport. 

Having been part of team
Canada’s winning gold at the
Cheerleading world champi-

onship, he stresses that the sport
is also a team sport. According to
Leguay who started with gymnas-
tics “it is a team sport that every-
one relies on each other not an
individual sport [like gymnas-
tics].”

Martucci attributes the success
of the meet to its volunteers from
the St. Leonard community. The
many dedicated parents from St.
Leonard came-out to help make
the event possible coordinating
teams and training Gyms at the
local high school. Moreover, the

volunteers were important as all
the 900 seats of the gym were full
each of the three blocks of compe-
titions over the course of the day.
According to Martucci “the moms
and dads did a great job of pulling
together.”

“All the routines are running on
time and they are a great group of
people,” said Martucci about the
volunteers drawn from SLC.
“We’ve been here until 11:30 the
night before and were here at 6:30
in the morning before the event
started.”

One-two-three-four regional cheer finals leave fans wanting more
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The Flyers Cheerleading All-Starz added energy to the room.



The Suburban Newspaper, Quebec's Largest
Weekly Newspaper, is currently seeking an

Advertising Consultant
We are looking for:
• Self-starter with 2 years minimum/

sales experience
• Outstanding verbal, written and

presentation skills
• Bilingual
• Excellent prospecting skills
• Deadline oriented
• Computer and internet knowledge
• Strong listening and negotiation skills
• Professional appearance
• Car essential

All interested candidates please
send your resume to:

amanda@thesuburban.com
or by fax 514-484-9616

By Mike Hickey
The Suburban

The Richelieu Express pee-
wee AA girls scored two goals
early in the third period to
break a 4-4 tie and then held
off a spirited rally to record a
6-5 victory over the Laval
Rebelles Saturday afternoon at
Guimond Arena.

The visitors came out of the
gate on the attack with six
shots in the opening minutes
of the game and their perse-
verance paid off when Laurie-
Anne Ethier picked up a loose
puck in the slot and clearly
beat Laval goalie Catherine
Champagne with a well-placed
wrist shot. 

The Rebelles tied the game
later in the period on a goal by
Laurianne Langlois and then
took a 2-1 lead eight seconds
into the second period when
Molly Hebert, who was called
up for this game, took the

opening face off, split the
defence and beat the Richelieu
goalie cleanly. 

The lead was short-lived as
Florlane Dion scored the first
of three goals two minutes

later to knot the score at 2-2.
The two teams then traded
goals, Frederique Martin and

Dion scored for Richelieu
while Lea McIntyre and
Audrey Tardif-Lablond
responded for Laval, and head-
ed into the third period tied 4-
4.

Dion put the visitors ahead
for good early in the third
when she stole the puck at
centre ice, skated in alone on
the Laval goal and scored on a
nifty backhand. 

They added an insurance
tally a few minutes later on a
fluke goal as Audrey Gervais’
shot from a bad angle hit a
player in front of the net and
caromed into the goal for what
proved to be the game-win-
ning goal.

Down two goals, the Laval
offence came to life. Hebert
scored her second goal of the
game, this time on the power
play to make it a one-goal
game. 

As the home team buzzed
the Richelieu net in search of
the tying goal Laval simply ran
out of time as the game was
buzzed to its conclusion due
to time constraints.

Richelieu 6 | Laval 5
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Rebelles rally runs out of time

The Rebelles swarmed the Richelieu net in search of the equalizer but time ran out on Laval’s comeback bid.
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 WWW.LAVALMITSUBISHI.CA
 LAVAL MITSUBISHI
 650 St. Martin Blvd. East, Laval   450-629-6262

 THE BEST BACKED CARS 
 IN THE WORLD ®*** 160,000 km 1 0

 POWERTRAIN LTD. WARRANTY

 YEAR

  The all-in price: includes freight, PDI, air tax, EHF and PPSA. Taxes, registration, insurance, lice nsing and duty on new tires are excluded. This offer applies to new 2013 and 2012 models purchased a t participating dealers by admissible clients that purchase a new 
 vehicle by February 28, 2013. Dealerships may sell at a lesser price. Certain conditions apply. Thes e offers or subject to changes without pre-notice. See your dealership for details. ++RVR GT 2013/Ou tlander XLS 2013 models illustrated have an MSRP of $28,998//
 35,198 and a selling price of $30,895/$37,095. Taxes, registration, insurance, licensing and duties  on new tires excluded. * § super AWC on Outlander XLS and Lancer Evolution. AWC standard on Lancer A WC and RVR SE 4WD and GT models ** $800 cash rebate 
 offered to clients apply to the purchase of the 2013 Lancer 10th year anniversary Edition model betw een February 1st and February 28, 2013. The cash rebate will be deducted from the negociated selling  price before taxes and will be applied at the moment of 
 purchase. ** The $2,500 amount of additional options apply to the 2013 Lancer 10th year anniversary  Edition purchased before February 28, 2013 inclusively. Offer available subject to the stock availab ility of the dealership. See your dealership for details  +++ Rebates 
 up to $500 available with the purchase of new 2013 Lancer 10th year anniversary Edition models (CL41 -C C62) for existing Mitsubishi vehicle owners. The amount will be deducted from the negotiated sell ing price before taxes. The fidelity rebate applies to vehicles 
 bought and delivered between February 1st and February 28, 2013. Other conditions apply. See your de alership for details. ++++ 0% financing is proposed by the Bank of Montreal for a maximum of 60 mont hs on certain RVR 2013 new models and for up to 60 
 months on all Outlander 2013 new models (terms vary according to model, ask for all the details at y our dealership). Financing example: RVR ES at 2RM (CS45-A) 2013/Outlander ES at 2RM CO45-A)2013 with  312/364 weekly payments of $70/$77 at 0%/10% rate 
 for 60 months: Total obligation of $21,895/$27,895; borrowing cost of $0/$0. Taxes, registration, in surance, licensing and duties on new tires not included. Mitsubishi Motors, the best protected vehic les in the world are registered trademarks with Mitsubishi Motors 
 North America, Inc. And are used under license. ++++ Whichever occurs first. Regular maintenance not  include. Visit your dealership or visit mitsubishi-motors.ca for more details, warranty conditions  and restrictions. Not all clients are admissible.

            

 LAVAL MITSUBISHI LAVAL MITSUBISHI
 I offer the chance to win
 A trip to  CUBA

 Because I love you . . . 

 *Trip valued at  $1,500
 DON’T PAY FOR 90 DAYS
 ON ALL OUR 2012-2013 
 VEHICLES

 2013  LANCER  10 th  ANNIVERSARY EDITION

 LOYALTY BENEFIT OF  $500  FOR ELIGIBLE CLIENTS*

 

 

 PURCHASE PRICE STARTING AT
 $ 20,595
 INCLUDING THE $1,200 CASH PURCHASE 
 REBATE OFFERED TO CLIENTS, OR 

 LEASE $299  + TAXES
 * CASH $2,750 + TAXES

 IN ADDITIONAL OPTIONS, 
 NO CHARGE*

 $ 2,500

 10TH 
 ANNIVERSARY 
 EDITION

 16” 5 SPOKE 
 ALLOY 
 WHEELS

 ELECTRIC 
 SUNROOF

 REAR 
 SPOILER

 FRONT 
 ANTI-FOG 
 LIGHTS

 2013   OUTLANDER ES
 DRIVING IN STAND OUT STYLE

 2013   RVR ES
 THE FUEL-EFFICIENT CROSSOVER

 WEEKLY PAYMENT

 $ 70 *

 0 %
 FINANCING 
 FOR

 months  〈 60

 Available on Outlander 
 XLS models

 Super All Wheel Control
 S-AWC

 96 MONTHS AT 4.93% TRANSPORT & PREPARATION INCLUDED, 
 TAXES EXTRA $2,000 CASHDOWN OR EQUIVALENT EXCHANGE

 WEEKLY PAYMENT

 $ 55 *

 0 %
 FINANCING FOR 
 A MAXIMUM OF

 months  〈 60

 Super All Wheel Control
 S-AWC

 96 MONTHS AT 4.93% TRANSPORT & PREPARATION INCLUDED, 
 TAXES EXTRA $2,000 CASHDOWN OR EQUIVALENT EXCHANGE

 INSURANCE 
 INSTITUTE FOR 
 HIGHWAY 
 SAFTY (IIHS)

 Available for RVR SE 
 4WD & GT Models

 Model RVR GT shown

By Mike Hickey 
The Suburban

A lack of offensive productivity has
plagued the Laval bantam AA girls hock-
ey team this season and it proved to be a
problem once again in Saturday’s 3-0
loss to the Richelieu Express. The game
featured the two spectrums of the ban-
tam AA level of the Ligue Hockey
Féminin de Développment du Quebec,
the first place Express leads the league
in goals scored while the last place
Rebelles have struggled putting the
puck in the net, scoring just 19 goals in
21 games. 

Laval’s defence played well against the
league’s top offence, particularly goalie
Clara Benard, but it was all for naught as
the offence was shutout for the fifth
time this year. 

Despite the disparity between the two
teams the Rebelles battled throughout
the contest.

Laval suffered an unfortunate break
midway through the first period and it
led to the game’s first goal. The Rebelles
were assessed a minor penalty for too
many men on the ice when the puck hit
a player who was headed to the bench
during a line change. On the ensuing
power play Laurie Fontaine picked up a
loose puck in the crease and poked it
past Benard for a 1-0 lead.

The visitors got another power play
opportunity in the opening minutes of
the second period and quickly took
advantage. 

Fontaine picked up the puck along the
side boards and fed in front of the net
where Eloise Dube redirected it into the
net for a 2-0 lead.

The visitors made it 3-0 midway
through the second period when they
took advantage of the Rebelles’ inability
to clear the puck out of their defensive
zone. 

Joelie Dion corralled a loose puck in
the crease and jammed in it on the short
side.

The Express continued to press for
more goals but Benard shut the door the
remainder of the game making several
excellent saves to keep the final score
respectable.  Laval did enjoy nearly four
minutes of continued power play late in
the third period and had several good
scoring opportunities but were stymied
by Richelieu goalie Laurianne Gravel.

sportsrousseau.comSPORTS

Express steams past Rebelles 
Richelieu 3 | Laval 0

Laval had several good scoring opportunities but were stymied by Richelieu goalie Laurianne Gravel.
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Send your story and
Athlete of the Week 

suggestions to 
sports@thesuburban.com
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By Mike Hickey
The Suburban

The Laval Patriotes peewee AA’s jumped
out to an early 2-0 lead but had to settle for a
2-2 tie with the visiting Mille Iles Seigneurs
staged a late rally in a Montreal Metropolitan
League game played Saturday afternoon at
Guimond Arena.  

While Laval was the dominant team for
most of the first half the momentum
switched to the Seigneurs in the third period
and the Patriotes were fortunate to escape
with a point.

Laval needed just 15 seconds to take a 1-0
as Kevin Lisio took the puck from the open-
ing faceoff down the right wing and feed a
perfect pass to Nicholas Angelis who deposit-
ed the puck in the net. That would be the
only goal of the period although the Patriotes
continue to create scoring opportunities.

Laval started the second period in a similar
fashion taking a 2-0 lead on a goal by Lisio at
the 1:49 mark. The play began when Antonio
De Luca fired a shot on goal. Mille Iles goal-
tender Mickael Faucher made an excellent
save but couldn’t control the rebound as an
opportunistic Lisio steered the puck past a
sprawled Faucher.

Down 2-0 the visitors began to take some
chances in the Laval zone and were aided by
some undisciplined play by the Patriotes who
took five consecutive penalties. The march to
the penalty box not only stalled the Laval
offence but also shifted the momentum to
the Seigneurs. 

The visitors got on the scoreboard thanks
to a 5-on-3 power play that produced an
unassisted goal by Kevin Tardif that cut the
Laval lead to 2-1. Tardif directed a shot
towards the Laval net and the puck rico-
cheted off a Laval player into the net. 

Laval started the third period intent on
scoring an insurance tally and re-employed
the aggressive forechecking that earned
them a 2-0 lead. However it was the
Seigneurs who notched the next goal when
Nathan Legare’s screen shot eluded Gauthier
and found the back of the net with less than
four minutes remaining in the game.

Mille Illes had two more excellent scoring
opportunities in the dying minutes but Laval
defenceman Xavier Morin broke up a 2-on-1
break with a fine defensive play and s slap
shot by Tardif hit the crossbar.

By Mark Lidbetter
The Suburban

The regular season champion Quebec
Midget AAA Laval-Montreal Rousseau
Royals started their post-season travel
towards the Telus Cup by splitting the
opening two matches of their best of seven
series against the College Charles Lemoyne
Riverains.

The Riverains fired the opening salvo
with a 3-1 win over the Royals on Laval-

Montreal’s home ice at Garon Arena. Laval-
Montreal, winners of the Jimmy Ferrari
Cup as regular season champs, pulled even
with a gritty 2-1 double overtime win last
Saturday at Garon.

In the opener, the Riverains and Royals
exchanged goals with Julien Nantel pulling
the home side even with the visitors. 

In the second frame Jean-Philippe
Beaulieu returned the lead to CCL with a
power play tally seconds before Caleb
Amousse’s minor expired.

The Riverains added an empty netter
with four seconds to play as the Royals lift-
ed goalie Alexandre Duckett in favour of the
extra attacker.

Nantel’s opening game efforts earned
him second star consideration for the
match.

In game two, the Royals came out firing
outshooting the Riverains 45-27 in their
overtime victory. The Riverains rode an
early first period goal by Jonathan Fillion
into the third frame. Julien Gauthier con-

verted passes from Kevin Domingue and
Joël Giguere to knot the score at 1-1.

At 6:38 of the second overtime period
Jason Bell authored an unassisted goal to
secure the win.

Laval-Montreal’s James Phelan and Bell
picked-up second and third star honours
respectively.

The scene now shifts to the South Shore
where Laval-Montreal will face the
Riverains at the Sportium Wednesday night
with a 7 p.m. faceoff.

sportsrousseau.comSPORTS

Laval peewee AA Pats salvages a tie 
Mille Iles 2 | Laval 2
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Rousseau Royals split opening set of series

Top: Patriotes’ Kevin Lisio figured in on both of Laval’s goals, scoring one and picking up an assist on the other. Bottom: Laval’s Rafik
Hamabe (18) sidesteps a pair of Mille Iles opponents.


